
Dear Linda, 
Last week my husband and I had 

a small party for our son's fourth 
birthday. He invited some friends 
from his school and from our neigh-
borhood. We were pleased to see that 
he included a black child, (I'll call him 
John), on the guest list. 

When we gathered around the 
table for ice cream and cake, one of 
the kids, Kevin, declared he was not 
going to sit next to John because his 
skin was dirty. I was embarrassed by 
his statement and taken aback. 
Everyone including John looked at me 
waiting to hear how I was going to 
handle this one. I began by explaining 
to the kids that John's skin isn't dirty, 
it's brown.-His skin is brown because 
his parents have brown skin too. I 
asked them all what color their 
parent's skin color is. Then we talked 
about what happens to dirt when we 
take a bath. We all agreed the dirt 
washes off, but skin color stays the 
same. The kids were satisfied with 
this explanation and Kevin ended up 
sitting next to John and asked him if 
he liked birthday cake. 

Would you have handled this 
situation the same? My husband and I 
are very conscious about raising our 
son to value and respect people who 
are different. 

Sincerely, K.L. 

Dear K.L. 
Your explanation was terrific. Rather 

than ignoring the comment or making 
light of it, you initiated a discussion. The 
children discovered with your helpful 
questioning that John was more like them 
than different. In the conversation I would 
have added: People look different and have 
different cultures because of where they or 
their ancestors were born. (Chinese from 
China), (Mexicans from Mexico), 
(African-Americans from Africa). Do the 
children know about their own culture 
and heritage? When discussing color-a 
simple explanation of melanin "a special 
chemical in the skin" can be shared with 
children over three, ie. If you have a lot of 
melanin, your skin is dark. If you have a 
little, your skin is light. Geography is a  

big factor. Where you live influences how 
much melanin is produced in the body. 

We also have to think about John. 
What was going on inside his head 
through all of this? I would have asked 
him: "John, How did it make you feel 
when Kevin said he didn't want to sit 
next to you? John might have said, "I 
didn't like it," or, "It made me mad," or 
"It made me sad." John could have said 
lots of things. What ever he was feeling 
deserves to be discussed and validated. An 
important lesson here is that when one 
person says something about another 
person feelings can get hurt. No one likes 
to get hurt. 

According to researchers children 
become aware of other children's similari-
ties and differences as young as three or 
four. Another researcher states racial 
awareness and attitudes develop at age 
two. So it's very important that we help 
our children develop positive attitudes 
about diversity at a very young age. 

Being aware of our own prejudices 
and examining our own attitudes is the 
first step. Unless we do they may get in 
the way of giving children accurate 
information. They deserve to formulate 
their own thoughts and opinions without 
our biases. We also need to enable 
children to feel good about themselves. 
This will help them feel less threatened by 
people who are different. When discussing 
diversity with children we need to answer 
all their questions. If we ignore their 
desire to learn about others we may send a 
message that differences aren't okay. 
Talking about differences with children 
promotes understanding. Discussing the 
value of diversity teaches young children 
we all have individual worth. I appreciate 
your efforts and hope others follow your 
lead to raise children to respect everyone. 

Sincerely, 
Linda Feller 


